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Aether and Test Batches
available Saturday,
December 26th at 12 AM
Pacific Time.
We know you've been waiting all year and we are
thrilled to say she is finally here! Aether will be
released on 12.26.2009 at 12 am Pacific Time. It
has been a long lesson learning how to make a
clear we're willing to put our name on. It's been
our biggest challenge yet! Aether is a labor
intensive product. She is closely inspected,
handled gently, and wrapped up in paper bundles
so she is never touched by human hands! All of
this extra labor and keeping the price competitive
means we cannot afford to discount Aether to
resellers, so you will only find her here. She is
also availble in second quality rods. Jed has also
been hard at work cooking up new test batches
based the colors you were so fond of in Miami,
NE-325 and NE-323. We have seven for you to
try; CL-361, CL-360, CL-359, KA-357, KA-356,
CE-352 and CE-352 G. There will be a few other
test batches plus an Aurae odd lot for you to try
out as well. These will all be available on
Saturday, Dec. 26th at 12 am Pacific time.

CL-360 under incandescent light

KA-356 under incandescent light

KA-357 under incandescent light

New Resources
We have two new resources that we hope will
help you in your glassmaking endeavors. We
have a new online Attic where you can visit
previously released test batches and colors that
are out of production. These colors are no longer
available but are displayed for your reference.
The more positive feedback we get on a color, the
sooner we start testing it again. If there's one you
want us to bring back, be sure to rate it or review
it. We also have a new article available for you in

CE-352 under incandescent light

CE-352 under flourescent light

The School called One Manufacturer's
Perspective on Compatibility. We hope you will
take the time to read it especially before
purchasing Aether. We know compatibility issues
have been on lampworkers' minds in recent
months and we want you to know what you can
expect from us.

Closed 12.22.2009 12.27.2009
The shop will be closed from Tuesday, December
22nd to Sunday, December 27th. Jed and I will be
enjoying a short staycation with our two kids and
our new puppy, Kanga! He's a 15 week old
Whippet and our very first family dog. We are
having tons of fun getting to know him and
figuring out how to take care of a puppy! We hope
you and your loved ones are having a wonderful
season and as always send you our gratitude for
supporting us in this rewarding (and challenging)
work!

Kanga

Texture on paddles made with Jim Moore Hand
Stamp.
Thank you, Jed and Julie Hannay
Double Helix Glassworks

